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WEEK 15: Sunday, 5 April - Saturday, 11 April 2020 - ALL MARKETS
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Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with
their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern
Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction.
Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves
lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic
powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very
existence.

NORWAY

Norwegian-96;
English-2; Russian2

2014

RPT

PG

a

Ex Files 3

Meng Yun and Yu Fei break up with their girlfriends and indulge themselves in
partying, clubbing, and fun to celebrate being bachelors again. However, as
their ‘ex-girlfriends’ come back into their lives, their ‘golden single period’
turns into a hilarious and troublesome adventure!

CHINA

Mandarin-100

2017

RPT

PG

The Red Shoes

This innovative and visually stunning production stars Moira Shearer as
talented young dancer Victoria Page, cast in the leading role of the ballet The
Red Shoes. As Victoria falls in love with up and coming composer Julian Craster
(Marius Goring), she finds herself torn between simple human passion and the UNITED KINGDOM
disciplined artistic devotion demanded by Boris Lermontov (Anton Walbrook),
her jealous ballet company master. Like her character in the ballet, Victoria is
in danger of dancing to her death.

English-100

1948

RPT

PG

Tracks

Starring Mia Wasikowska and Adam Driver, directed by John Curran and from
the Oscar winning producers of The King’s Speech, Tracks is based on the
inspirational and iconic true story of Robyn Davidson. Robyn’s phenomenal
solo trek from Alice Springs to Uluru and on to the Indian Ocean saw her
traverse 2700km of spectacular yet unforgiving Australian desert,
accompanied only by her loyal dog and four unpredictable camels.

AUSTRALIA

English-100

2014

RPT

M

Dean Spanley

England, 1904. Henslowe Fisk (Jeremy Northam) and his ailing father, Horatio
Fisk (Peter O’Toole), decide to go to a lecture given by the Swami Nala Prash
(Art Malik) on reincarnation, called ‘The Transmigration of Souls’. While there,
they meet one Dean Spanley (Sam Neill) as well as Wrather (Bryan Brown), a
self-described facilitator from the Colonies.

NEW ZEALAND

English-100

2008

RPT

PG

Broken Hill

A sheep rancher's son dreams of being accepted into the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music. He has trouble finding an adequate band in the
Outback to perform his compositions, until he comes upon a talented prison
choir.

AUSTRALIA

English-100

2009

RPT

PG

The White Balloon

An international success and the winner of the Camera d'Or at Cannes in 1995.
A charming allegory that celebrates tenacity, ingenuity, and the wide-eyed
innocence of youth.

IRAN

Farsi-100

1995

RPT

G

Loving Vincent

Loving Vincent, the world’s first fully painted feature film, brings the paintings
of Vincent van Gogh to life to tell his remarkable story. Every frame of the film,
totalling around 65,000, is an oil-painting hand-painted by 125 professional oilpainters who travelled from around the world to the Loving Vincent studios in
Poland and Greece to be a part of the production.

POLAND

English-100

2017

RPT

M

as

Cashback

After a painful breakup, Ben develops insomnia. To kill time, he starts working
the late night shift at the local supermarket, where his artistic imagination
runs wild. Winner of the C.I.C.A.E. Award at the 2006 San Sebastián
UNITED KINGDOM
International Film Festival. Directed by Sean Ellis and stars Sean Biggerstaff,
Emilia Fox and Shaun Evans.

English-100

2006

RPT

MA

n

Genre

Action Adventure

Romantic Comedy

Drama

Drama

Comedy

Drama

Drama

History

Romantic Comedy

Title

TV Guide Text

Focus
On
Adam
Driver

Closed
Captions

Subtitles

Y

Y

al

Y

Y

Y

2020-04-05

2020-04-05

2020-04-05

2410

2610

2815

Drama

Thriller

Action Adventure

Chappaquiddick

Chappaquiddick is a piercing reexamination of the true events surrounding the
most difficult seven days of Senator Ted Kennedy's career when he drove off a
bridge, ending the life of his passenger Mary Jo Kopechne, a promising
political strategist who had worked on his brother Bobby Kennedy's
presidential campaign the year prior. It starts on the eve of the moon landing,
July 18, 1969, at a party in a rented house.

SWEDEN

English-100

2017

RPT

M

al

USA

English-100

2015

RPT

M

adl

2014

RPT

PG

a

Kill The Messenger

Based on the true story of journalist Gary Webb. This film takes place in the
mid-1990s, when Webb (Jeremy Remner) uncovered the CIA's past role in
importing huge amounts of cocaine into the US that was aggressively sold in
ghettos across the country to raise money for the Nicaraguan Contras rebel
army. Despite enormous pressure not to, Webb chose to pursue the story and
went public with his evidence, publishing the series 'Dark Alliance'. As a result,
he experienced a vicious smear campaign fuelled by the CIA. At that point,
Webb found himself defending his integrity, his family, and his life.

Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with
their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern
Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction.
Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves
lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic
powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very
existence.

NORWAY

Norwegian-96;
English-2; Russian2

IRAN

Farsi-100

1995

RPT

G

2020-04-06

0555

Drama

The White Balloon

An international success and the winner of the Camera d'Or at Cannes in 1995.
A charming allegory that celebrates tenacity, ingenuity, and the wide-eyed
innocence of youth.

2020-04-06

0735

Action Adventure

Belle And Sebastian 3

Sebastian tries to protect his beloved dog Belle from her previous owner.

FRANCE

French-100

2018

RPT

PG

a

Finding Altamira

In 1879, a Spanish archaeologist and his daughter cause worldwide
controversy when they discover cave paintings that are 10,000 years old.

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2016

RPT

PG

a

A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster
who lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille.
Directed by Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and
Gad Elma.

FRANCE

English-100

2011

RPT

G

Kill The Messenger

Based on the true story of journalist Gary Webb. This film takes place in the
mid-1990s, when Webb (Jeremy Remner) uncovered the CIA's past role in
importing huge amounts of cocaine into the US that was aggressively sold in
ghettos across the country to raise money for the Nicaraguan Contras rebel
army. Despite enormous pressure not to, Webb chose to pursue the story and
went public with his evidence, publishing the series 'Dark Alliance'. As a result,
he experienced a vicious smear campaign fuelled by the CIA. At that point,
Webb found himself defending his integrity, his family, and his life.

USA

English-100

2015

RPT

M

Ex Files 3

Meng Yun and Yu Fei break up with their girlfriends and indulge themselves in
partying, clubbing, and fun to celebrate being bachelors again. However, as
their ‘ex-girlfriends’ come back into their lives, their ‘golden single period’
turns into a hilarious and troublesome adventure!

CHINA

Mandarin-100

2017

RPT

PG

The Red Shoes

This innovative and visually stunning production stars Moira Shearer as
talented young dancer Victoria Page, cast in the leading role of the ballet The
Red Shoes. As Victoria falls in love with up and coming composer Julian Craster
(Marius Goring), she finds herself torn between simple human passion and the UNITED KINGDOM
disciplined artistic devotion demanded by Boris Lermontov (Anton Walbrook),
her jealous ballet company master. Like her character in the ballet, Victoria is
in danger of dancing to her death.

English-100

1948

RPT

PG

2020-04-06

2020-04-06

2020-04-06

2020-04-06

2020-04-06

0915

1100

1240

1445

1700

Drama

Animation

Thriller

Romantic Comedy

Drama

Y

Y

Y

Y

adl

Y

Y

Y

Y

2020-04-06

2020-04-06

2020-04-06

2020-04-06

2020-04-06

2020-04-07

1930

2135

2350

2535

2730

0545

Thriller

Comedy

History

Romantic Comedy

Comedy

Drama

99 Homes

Premiere

Hard-working single father Dennis Nash and his mother are cruelly evicted
from their home. Desperate to get his house back, Nash goes to work for the
wealthy and ruthless businessman Rick Carver - the very man who repossessed
Nash’s home. It is a deal-with-the-devil that comes with an increasingly high
cost - on Carver’s orders, Nash must evict families from their homes; in return,
Nash is promised a lifestyle of wealth and glamour. As Nash falls deeper into
Carver’s web, he finds his situation grows more brutal and dangerous than he
ever imagined.

Journeys

USA

English-100

2016

M

alv

Hector is a quirky, yet irresistible London psychiatrist who has become
increasingly tired of his humdrum life. He tells his girlfriend, Clara, he feels like
a fraud: he hasn't really tasted life, and yet he's offering advice to patients
who are just not getting any happier. So Hector decides to break out of his
deluded and routine driven life. Armed with buckets of courage and child-like
curiosity, he embarks on a global quest in hopes of uncovering the elusive
secret formula for true happiness. And so begins a larger than life adventure
with riotously funny results.

CANADA

English-99;
Swahili-1

2014

RPT

M

alv

Loving Vincent

Loving Vincent, the world’s first fully painted feature film, brings the paintings
of Vincent van Gogh to life to tell his remarkable story. Every frame of the film,
totalling around 65,000, is an oil-painting hand-painted by 125 professional oilpainters who travelled from around the world to the Loving Vincent studios in
Poland and Greece to be a part of the production.

POLAND

English-100

2017

RPT

M

as

Cashback

After a painful breakup, Ben develops insomnia. To kill time, he starts working
the late night shift at the local supermarket, where his artistic imagination
runs wild. Winner of the C.I.C.A.E. Award at the 2006 San Sebastián
UNITED KINGDOM
International Film Festival. Directed by Sean Ellis and stars Sean Biggerstaff,
Emilia Fox and Shaun Evans.

English-100

2006

RPT

MA

n

Hector And The Search For
Happiness

Hector is a quirky, yet irresistible London psychiatrist who has become
increasingly tired of his humdrum life. He tells his girlfriend, Clara, he feels like
a fraud: he hasn't really tasted life, and yet he's offering advice to patients
who are just not getting any happier. So Hector decides to break out of his
deluded and routine driven life. Armed with buckets of courage and child-like
curiosity, he embarks on a global quest in hopes of uncovering the elusive
secret formula for true happiness. And so begins a larger than life adventure
with riotously funny results.

English-99;
Swahili-1

2014

RPT

M

alv

The Red Shoes

This innovative and visually stunning production stars Moira Shearer as
talented young dancer Victoria Page, cast in the leading role of the ballet The
Red Shoes. As Victoria falls in love with up and coming composer Julian Craster
(Marius Goring), she finds herself torn between simple human passion and the UNITED KINGDOM
disciplined artistic devotion demanded by Boris Lermontov (Anton Walbrook),
her jealous ballet company master. Like her character in the ballet, Victoria is
in danger of dancing to her death.

English-100

1948

RPT

PG

JAPAN

English-100

2004

RPT

PG

Hector And The Search For
Happiness

Journeys

CANADA

2020-04-07

0815

Family

Howl's Moving Castle

Sophie, a teenage girl working in her family's hat shop, finds her life thrown
into turmoil when a handsome-but-mysterious wizard named Howl sweeps
her off her feet. This innocent encounter enrages the vain and conniving Witch
of the Waste, who transforms Sophie into a 90-year-old woman. Sophie's
efforts to break the curse bring her to Howl's magical moving castle, where
she befriends Markl, Howl's apprentice, and the hot-headed fire demon
Calcifer. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki.

2020-04-07

1030

Action Adventure

Belle And Sebastian 3

Sebastian tries to protect his beloved dog Belle from her previous owner.

FRANCE

French-100

2018

RPT

PG

a

Loving Vincent

Loving Vincent, the world’s first fully painted feature film, brings the paintings
of Vincent van Gogh to life to tell his remarkable story. Every frame of the film,
totalling around 65,000, is an oil-painting hand-painted by 125 professional oilpainters who travelled from around the world to the Loving Vincent studios in
Poland and Greece to be a part of the production.

POLAND

English-100

2017

RPT

M

as

A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster
who lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille.
Directed by Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and
Gad Elma.

FRANCE

English-100

2011

RPT

G

2020-04-07

2020-04-07

1210

1355

History

Animation

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

2020-04-07

2020-04-07

2020-04-07

2020-04-07

2020-04-07

1535

1720

1930

2145

2355

Drama

Family

Drama

Biography

Comedy

Finding Altamira

In 1879, a Spanish archaeologist and his daughter cause worldwide
controversy when they discover cave paintings that are 10,000 years old.

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2016

RPT

PG

Summer Wars

Kenji Koiso, an eleventh grade math genius, solves a complex equation and
inadvertently puts a virtual world's artificial intelligence in a position to
destroy the earth. Directed by Mamoru Hosoda and stars Ryunosuke Kamiki,
Nanami Sakuraba and Mitsuki Tanimura.

JAPAN

English-100

2009

RPT

PG

Amelie

Mischievous Amélie lives alone and works in a café. When she finds a trove of
toys hidden for 40 years behind a baseboard in her apartment, she sets out to
find the owner. This impulse of generosity sparks more benevolent acts, and
along the way, she discovers love. This engaging and beautiful film has
delighted audiences around the world. Directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet and
stars Audrey Tatou, Mathieu Kassovitz and Serge Merlin.

FRANCE

French-100

2001

RPT

M

Breathe

Journeys

In 1957, Robin Cavendish (Andrew Garfield), a dashing, charismatic young
Englishman, meets a beautiful woman named Diana Blacker (Claire Foy) and
swiftly decides to marry her. He takes his new wife out to Kenya, where he
works as a tea broker. But within months, he is struck down by polio, which
leaves him completely paralysed from the neck down, and dependent on a
respirator to ‘breathe’ for him.

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2017

RPT

Journeys

Hector is a quirky, yet irresistible London psychiatrist who has become
increasingly tired of his humdrum life. He tells his girlfriend, Clara, he feels like
a fraud: he hasn't really tasted life, and yet he's offering advice to patients
who are just not getting any happier. So Hector decides to break out of his
deluded and routine driven life. Armed with buckets of courage and child-like
curiosity, he embarks on a global quest in hopes of uncovering the elusive
secret formula for true happiness. And so begins a larger than life adventure
with riotously funny results.

CANADA

English-99;
Swahili-1

2014

RPT

M

alv

USA

English-100

2016

RPT

M

alv

a

Hector And The Search For
Happiness

2020-04-07

2610

Thriller

99 Homes

2020-04-07

2815

Action Adventure

Belle And Sebastian 3

Sebastian tries to protect his beloved dog Belle from her previous owner.

FRANCE

French-100

2018

RPT

PG

A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster
who lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille.
Directed by Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and
Gad Elma.

FRANCE

English-100

2011

RPT

G

Finding Altamira

In 1879, a Spanish archaeologist and his daughter cause worldwide
controversy when they discover cave paintings that are 10,000 years old.

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2016

RPT

PG

JAPAN

English-100

2009

RPT

PG

0555

Animation

2020-04-08

0735

2020-04-08

0920

TBC

1045

Chappaquiddick is a piercing reexamination of the true events surrounding the
most difficult seven days of Senator Ted Kennedy's career when he drove off a
bridge, ending the life of his passenger Mary Jo Kopechne, a promising
political strategist who had

2020-04-08

Drama

Family

Summer Wars

ans

Y

Y

Hard-working single father Dennis Nash and his mother are cruelly evicted
from their home. Desperate to get his house back, Nash goes to work for the
wealthy and ruthless businessman Rick Carver - the very man who repossessed
Nash’s home. It is a deal-with-the-devil that comes with an increasingly high
cost - on Carver’s orders, Nash must evict families from their homes; in return,
Nash is promised a lifestyle of wealth and glamour. As Nash falls deeper into
Carver’s web, he finds his situation grows more brutal and dangerous than he
ever imagined.

2020-04-08

a

a

Y

Y

Y

Y

2020-04-08

2020-04-08

2020-04-08

2020-04-08

2020-04-08

2020-04-08

2020-04-08

2020-04-09

2020-04-09

2020-04-09

1255

1455

1715

1930

2240

2455

2710

0520

0735

0945

Thriller

Family

Drama

Drama

Action Adventure

Drama

Biography

Family

Family

Drama

99 Homes

Hard-working single father Dennis Nash and his mother are cruelly evicted
from their home. Desperate to get his house back, Nash goes to work for the
wealthy and ruthless businessman Rick Carver - the very man who repossessed
Nash’s home. It is a deal-with-the-devil that comes with an increasingly high
cost - on Carver’s orders, Nash must evict families from their homes; in return,
Nash is promised a lifestyle of wealth and glamour. As Nash falls deeper into
Carver’s web, he finds his situation grows more brutal and dangerous than he
ever imagined.

USA

English-100

2016

RPT

M

Howl's Moving Castle

Sophie, a teenage girl working in her family's hat shop, finds her life thrown
into turmoil when a handsome-but-mysterious wizard named Howl sweeps
her off her feet. This innocent encounter enrages the vain and conniving Witch
of the Waste, who transforms Sophie into a 90-year-old woman. Sophie's
efforts to break the curse bring her to Howl's magical moving castle, where
she befriends Markl, Howl's apprentice, and the hot-headed fire demon
Calcifer. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki.

JAPAN

English-100

2004

RPT

PG

Raid

A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in
Lucknow after an anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Stars Ileana
D'cruz and Ajay Devgn.

INDIA

Hindi-100

2018

RPT

PG

av

Y

The Last Emperor

Premiere

Bernardo Bertolucci's Oscar-winning epic story about China's last emperor
follows the personal tragedy of a man who was given everything as a child
except the ability to adapt.

CHINA

Mandarin-33.34;
English-33.33;
Japanese-33.33

1987

M

alv

Y

Journeys

Under the reign of Napoleon, François Vidocq cuts a notorious figure in the
Parisian underworld - he is the only man to have escaped the country's most
terrifying penal colonies. Left for dead after his last, spectacular escape, the
former prisoner tries to pass himself off as a simple merchant. But his past
catches up with him. After being falsely accused of murder, Vidocq makes a
deal with the head of the Police, in exchange for his freedom, Vidocq will help
the police fight the criminal classes. Despite obtaining exceptional results, he
provokes the hostility of fellow police agents and the fury of criminals, who
put a price on his head.

FRANCE

French-100

2017

RPT

MA

v

Y

Amelie

Mischievous Amélie lives alone and works in a café. When she finds a trove of
toys hidden for 40 years behind a baseboard in her apartment, she sets out to
find the owner. This impulse of generosity sparks more benevolent acts, and
along the way, she discovers love. This engaging and beautiful film has
delighted audiences around the world. Directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet and
stars Audrey Tatou, Mathieu Kassovitz and Serge Merlin.

FRANCE

French-100

2001

RPT

M

ans

Y

Breathe

In 1957, Robin Cavendish (Andrew Garfield), a dashing, charismatic young
Englishman, meets a beautiful woman named Diana Blacker (Claire Foy) and
swiftly decides to marry her. He takes his new wife out to Kenya, where he
works as a tea broker. But within months, he is struck down by polio, which
leaves him completely paralysed from the neck down, and dependent on a
respirator to ‘breathe’ for him.

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2017

RPT

Howl's Moving Castle

Sophie, a teenage girl working in her family's hat shop, finds her life thrown
into turmoil when a handsome-but-mysterious wizard named Howl sweeps
her off her feet. This innocent encounter enrages the vain and conniving Witch
of the Waste, who transforms Sophie into a 90-year-old woman. Sophie's
efforts to break the curse bring her to Howl's magical moving castle, where
she befriends Markl, Howl's apprentice, and the hot-headed fire demon
Calcifer. Directed by Hayao Miyazaki.

JAPAN

English-100

2004

RPT

PG

Summer Wars

Kenji Koiso, an eleventh grade math genius, solves a complex equation and
inadvertently puts a virtual world's artificial intelligence in a position to
destroy the earth. Directed by Mamoru Hosoda and stars Ryunosuke Kamiki,
Nanami Sakuraba and Mitsuki Tanimura.

JAPAN

English-100

2009

RPT

PG

Raid

A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in
Lucknow after an anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Stars Ileana
D'cruz and Ajay Devgn.

INDIA

Hindi-100

2018

RPT

PG

The Emperor Of Paris

Journeys

alv

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

av

Y

2020-04-09

1200

2020-04-09

2020-04-09

2020-04-09

2020-04-09

2020-04-09

2020-04-09

2020-04-09

2020-04-10

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2017

RPT

1410

TBC

1535

Mr Holmes

An aged, retired Sherlock Holmes deals with early dementia as he tries to
remember both his final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts
UNITED KINGDOM
him. He also befriends a fan, the young son of his housekeeper, who wants
him to work again.

English-100

2015

RPT

PG

a

Mostly Martha

In a German restaurant, Chef Martha Klein is the undisputed ruler of her
kitchen staff and no customer would ever dare to criticise her cooking.
Cooking is her life's obsession. Even when she is ordered to have therapy, she
still constantly talks about her work. All that changes when her sister dies in a
car accident, leaving her eight year old daughter, Lina in Martha's care.
Received the Grand Prix award at the Créteil International Women's Film
Festival (2002) and the European Film Award for Best Actor (Sergio Castellitto,
2002). Written and directed by Sandra Nettelbeck, and stars Sergio Castellito
and August Zirne.

AUSTRIA

German-100

2001

RPT

PG

a

O Brother, Where Art Thou?

Based loosely on Homer's Odyssey this Coen brothers gem follows the
misadventures of escaped con Ulysses Everett McGill (Academy Award winner
George Clooney) and his none-too-bright sidekicks Pete (John Turturro) and
Delmar (Tim Blake Nelson). The trio tries to make its way back to Ulysses'
Penelope (Oscar-winner Holly Hunter) before she can marry again. With
nothing to lose and still in shackles, their hasty run takes them on an
incredible journey full of crazy experiences and colourful characters.

USA

English-100

2000

RPT

M

v

The 12th Man

Journeys

Above the Arctic Circle in Northern Norway, the dramatic story of the young
resistance fighter, Jan Baalsrud, unfolds. Jan is the only one out of twelve
resistance fighters to escape the Germans, but the Gestapo is on his heels.
Jan’s moral fibre, incredible strength, and his courageous countrymen keeps
him alive. But when he seeks refuge in a mountain cave and ends up being
trapped by a blizzard for two weeks, all hope seems lost. Nevertheless, Jan is
recovered, weak, frostbitten and barely alive, but one question remains - will
he make it to neutral Sweden before the Germans find him?

NORWAY

Norwegian-75;
German-20;
English-5

2017

MA

av

Y

Journeys

Under the reign of Napoleon, François Vidocq cuts a notorious figure in the
Parisian underworld - he is the only man to have escaped the country's most
terrifying penal colonies. Left for dead after his last, spectacular escape, the
former prisoner tries to pass himself off as a simple merchant. But his past
catches up with him. After being falsely accused of murder, Vidocq makes a
deal with the head of the Police, in exchange for his freedom, Vidocq will help
the police fight the criminal classes. Despite obtaining exceptional results, he
provokes the hostility of fellow police agents and the fury of criminals, who
put a price on his head.

FRANCE

French-100

2017

RPT

MA

v

Y

The Last Emperor

Bernardo Bertolucci's Oscar-winning epic story about China's last emperor
follows the personal tragedy of a man who was given everything as a child
except the ability to adapt.

CHINA

Mandarin-33.34;
English-33.33;
Japanese-33.33

1987

RPT

M

alv

Y

Raid

A fearless income tax officer raids the mansion of the most powerful man in
Lucknow after an anonymous tip incriminates the feared big shot. Stars Ileana
D'cruz and Ajay Devgn.

INDIA

Hindi-100

2018

RPT

PG

av

Y

1730

1930

2130

2400

2615

0650

Biography

Drama

Comedy

Comedy

Thriller

Action Adventure

Drama

Drama

Breathe

The Emperor Of Paris

Journeys

In 1957, Robin Cavendish (Andrew Garfield), a dashing, charismatic young
Englishman, meets a beautiful woman named Diana Blacker (Claire Foy) and
swiftly decides to marry her. He takes his new wife out to Kenya, where he
works as a tea broker. But within months, he is struck down by polio, which
leaves him completely paralysed from the neck down, and dependent on a
respirator to ‘breathe’ for him.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

2020-04-10

2020-04-10

2020-04-10

0905

1105

1300

Comedy

Drama

Comedy

Mr Holmes

An aged, retired Sherlock Holmes deals with early dementia as he tries to
remember both his final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts
UNITED KINGDOM
him. He also befriends a fan, the young son of his housekeeper, who wants
him to work again.

Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the
seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for
the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet
their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned
Suzu, they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of
joyful discovery begins for the four siblings.

Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but
now she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes
knocking when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski
chalets in the Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh
people, vintage champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim
discovers snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the
end-of-season competition, with a chance to win major prize money. But
before she can become a champion again, Kim needs to overcome her deepest
fears - and figure out what’s going on with Jonny (Ed Westwick), her boss’
handsome but apparently unavailable son.
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1715

TBC

1935

Premiere

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika
Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run
with his cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national
manhunt ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and
work together to survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian
Dennison and Sam Neill.

Journeys

A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of
kilometres from home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by
a couple in Australia. 25 years later, he sets out to find his lost family.

Premiere

For his French-class assignment, a high school student weaves his family
history in a news story involving terrorism, and goes on to invite an Internet
audience in on the resulting controversy.

Journeys

Above the Arctic Circle in Northern Norway, the dramatic story of the young
resistance fighter, Jan Baalsrud, unfolds. Jan is the only one out of twelve
resistance fighters to escape the Germans, but the Gestapo is on his heels.
Jan’s moral fibre, incredible strength, and his courageous countrymen keeps
him alive. But when he seeks refuge in a mountain cave and ends up being
trapped by a blizzard for two weeks, all hope seems lost. Nevertheless, Jan is
recovered, weak, frostbitten and barely alive, but one question remains - will
he make it to neutral Sweden before the Germans find him?
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Comedy

Mostly Martha

In a German restaurant, Chef Martha Klein is the undisputed ruler of her
kitchen staff and no customer would ever dare to criticise her cooking.
Cooking is her life's obsession. Even when she is ordered to have therapy, she
still constantly talks about her work. All that changes when her sister dies in a
car accident, leaving her eight year old daughter, Lina in Martha's care.
Received the Grand Prix award at the Créteil International Women's Film
Festival (2002) and the European Film Award for Best Actor (Sergio Castellitto,
2002). Written and directed by Sandra Nettelbeck, and stars Sergio Castellito
and August Zirne.
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Thriller

Hunt For The Wilderpeople
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Adoration

The 12th Man
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Family

Drama

Romantic Comedy

Drama

Comedy

Comedy

Family

Drama

Thriller

Hunt For The Wilderpeople

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika
Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run
with his cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national
manhunt ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and
work together to survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian
Dennison and Sam Neill.
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Mr Holmes

An aged, retired Sherlock Holmes deals with early dementia as he tries to
remember both his final case and a mysterious woman whose memory haunts
UNITED KINGDOM
him. He also befriends a fan, the young son of his housekeeper, who wants
him to work again.
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2015
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a
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Bandslam

Will Burton has an uncommon chance to start his short life all over again. In a
different town, at a fresh school, with the prospect of new friends, this
formerly miserable teen misfit has got one shot to reinvent himself as the
person he always wanted to be.

USA

English-100

2009
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PG

Lion

A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of
kilometres from home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by
a couple in Australia. 25 years later, he sets out to find his lost family.
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2016
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Mostly Martha

In a German restaurant, Chef Martha Klein is the undisputed ruler of her
kitchen staff and no customer would ever dare to criticise her cooking.
Cooking is her life's obsession. Even when she is ordered to have therapy, she
still constantly talks about her work. All that changes when her sister dies in a
car accident, leaving her eight year old daughter, Lina in Martha's care.
Received the Grand Prix award at the Créteil International Women's Film
Festival (2002) and the European Film Award for Best Actor (Sergio Castellitto,
2002). Written and directed by Sandra Nettelbeck, and stars Sergio Castellito
and August Zirne.
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PG
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Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the
seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for
the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet
their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned
Suzu, they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of
joyful discovery begins for the four siblings.

JAPAN

Japanese-100

2018
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PG

My Neighbour Totoro

Studio
Ghibli

The story follows Satsuke and Mai, two young girls who find their new country
home is in a mystical forest inhabited by a menagerie of mystical creatures
called Totoros. They befriend O Totoro, the biggest and eldest Totoro, who is
also the king of the forest. As their girls' mother lies sick in the hospital, O
Totoro brings the sisters on a magical adventure but also helps them to
understand the realities of life.

JAPAN

English-100
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PG

Premiere

In the dead of night during the scorching summer of 1969, Charlie is startled
when he is woken by local mixed-race outcast Jasper Jones outside his
window. Jasper leads him deep into the forest and shows him something that
will change his life forever, setting them both on a dangerous journey to solve
a mystery that will consume the entire community. In an isolated town where
secrecy, gossip, and tragedy overwhelm the landscape, Charlie faces family
breakdown, finds his first love, and discovers what it means be truly
courageous.

AUSTRALIA

English-100

2016

As the Mayan kingdom faces its decline, the rulers insist the key to prosperity
is to build more temples and offer human sacrifices. Jaguar Paw, a young man
captured for sacrifice, flees to avoid his fate. This fascinating and rich film is
arguably Mel Gibson's greatest achievement. Nominated for three Oscars.
Directed by Mel Gibson and stars Rudy Youngblood, Dalia Hernandez and
Jonathan Brewer.
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Chalet Girl

Pretty tomboy Kim (Felicity Jones) used to be a champion skateboarder, but
now she flips burgers to support herself and her dad. Opportunity comes
knocking when she flukes a winter-long catering job in one of the plushest ski
chalets in the Alps. At first, Kim is baffled by this bizarre new world of posh
people, vintage champagne, epic mountains and waist deep powder. Then Kim
discovers snowboarding, and her natural talent soon sees her training for the
end-of-season competition, with a chance to win major prize money. But
before she can become a champion again, Kim needs to overcome her deepest
fears - and figure out what’s going on with Jonny (Ed Westwick), her boss’
handsome but apparently unavailable son.
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Adoration

For his French-class assignment, a high school student weaves his family
history in a news story involving terrorism, and goes on to invite an Internet
audience in on the resulting controversy.
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Lion

A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of
kilometres from home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by
a couple in Australia. 25 years later, he sets out to find his lost family.
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